New strong coupled-channelKN − πΣ potential, reproducing all existing experimental data and suitable for using in an accurate few-body calculations, is constructed. Isospin breaking effects of direct inclusion of the Coulomb interaction and using of physical masses in calculations are investigated. The 1s level shift and width of kaonic hydrogen, consistent with the scattering data, was obtained and the corresponding exact strong K − p scattering length was calculated. One-and two-pole form of Λ(1405) resonance was considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
Kaonic atoms and, especially, possibility of formation of kaonic nuclear clusters attracted large interest recently. For investigation of these systems it is necessary to know the basic KN interaction, which is strongly connected with πΣ and other channels.
Different theoretical models were used for constructing antikaon-nucleon interaction. All these models can be separated in two groups: "stand-alone" potentials only fitting two-body data and potentials to be used in future (few-or many-body) calculations.
To the first group belong very popular in our days potentials based on chiral Lagrangian.
The method consists of constructing a potential which gives amplitudes equivalent to those derived from an effective chiral lagrangian. Such potentials have many channels, including energetically closed nearKN threshold ones. The most recent example is a model constructed in [1, 2] . It is good in reproducing the antikaon-nucleon experimental data, however, due to its unhandiness the potential cannot be used in few-or many-body calculations.
On the other hand, effective potentials used in approximate few-body calculations are too simple for proper describing of all properties ofKN system. In most cases a onechannel (effective) optical potential is used. For example,KN potential, used in [3] for calculating of deeply-bound kaonic nuclear states, is an energy-independent optical potential.
It was constructed in such a way that it corresponds to the elastic part of a coupled-channel phenomenologicalKN −πΣ−πΛ potential. However, already the coupled-channel potential is too simple. One more example is a recent work [4] , where a potential for further use in a few-body calculation was derived. It is once more an effective energy-dependent optical potential by construction: it reproduces the elastic part of an effective chiral coupled-channel model. Two-body optical potential could be equivalent to the original coupled-channel ones. For separable potentials it is possible to construct exact optical potential, but even an exact optical potential properly describes only the elastic part of the whole system. Moreover, introducing such "good" effective optical potential into N > 2 equations does not guarantee proper description of all inelastic effects taking place in a few-or many-body system.
The inelastic effects are especially important for the antikaon-nuclear systems, becausē KN interaction is strongly coupled to the πΣ channel through Λ(1405) resonance. However, the nature of the resonance is a separate question. A usual assumption is that Λ(1405) is a resonance in πΣ and a quasi-bound state inKN channel. There is also an assumption suggested by a chiral model, that the bump, which is usually understood as Λ(1405) resonance, is an effect of two poles (see e.g. [5] , [6] ). Some challenge to the two pole model was put by the recent experiment at COSY-Jülich [7] , but a subsequent theoretical paper [8] seems to reproduce the experiment on the basis of the two pole model.
Other sources of experimental data aboutKN interaction are also non-precise, old or controversial. The data on cross-sections of elastic and inelastic scattering with K − p in the initial state are rather old with rather large errors, while threshold branching ratios of K − p scattering were measured more accurately.
Another source of knowledge aboutKN is kaonic hydrogen atom. Several experiments were performed for measuring 1s level shift caused by strongKN interaction. The two recent ones are KEK [9] and DEAR [10] results. More recent DEAR value of 1s level shift and width significantly differs from the older KEK result, it has smaller errors, but is inconsistent with the scattering K − p data as was shown in [1, 2] .
Moreover, there is a problem common for both experimental papers: they present a K − p scattering length following from the measurements as an "experimental value". However, a K − p values in [9] and [10] were obtained using Deser-Trueman (DT) formula [11] , while in many papers (among them in [12] for several one-channel model potentials) it was shown, that the approximate formula has poor accuracy, in particular for theKN interaction. There are several papers, introducing different corrections to DT, nowadays the most popular is a formula from [13] . Undoubtedly, the corrected formula [13] has the same advantage as original DT [11] one: it is a model-independent relation between scattering length and atomic level shift and width. Its accuracy can be checked within a potential model where exact calculations are feasible.
Since the measured value is the 1s level shift and width (and not the K − p scattering length) we decided to construct a phenomenological coupled-channel potential, reproducing kaonic hydrogen's level shift and width without intermediate reference to a K − p . It is clear that for reproducing the level shift of kaonic hydrogen it is necessary to include Coulomb interaction into equations directly, which beaks isospin symmetry. As far as we know, the only attempt to do the same was performed in [14] . The authors used their own method for calculating kaonic atomic state with separable chiral-based strong part of the potential and tried to reproduce DEAR data. However, the resulting potential [14] provides too large width Γ of 1s kaonic hydrogen level in comparison with DEAR values, moreover, there are problems with reproducing Λ(1405) resonance. The first version of ourKN − πΣ potential reproducing 1s level shift instead of K − p scattering length with direct inclusion of the Coulomb interaction, and the corresponding three-bodyKNN − πΣN calculation using the obtained potential was presented in [15] .
There is one more approximation which is widely used in theoretical models, namely, neglecting the mass difference in iso-multiplets. However, the difference of masses between proton and neutron and K − andK 0 is a physical fact. Besides, the effect of taking the mass difference into account is especially important in the near-thresholdKN region. Using the physical masses in the calculations is one more isospin symmetry breaking effect, taken into account in the paper.
Thus, our aim is to construct phenomenological coupled-channelKN − πΣ potential, which within the limits of the possible simultaneously reproduce all experimental data: the level shift and width of kaonic hydrogen 1s level (KEK or DEAR values), K − p threshold branching ratios, elastic and inelastic K − p scattering, and Λ(1405) resonance in one-or two-pole form. We directly include such isospin breaking effects as Coulomb interaction and using the physical masses of particles in the calculations. The corresponding T -matrix should be suitable for using in an accurate few-body (for example, three-body coupledchannel Faddeev) calculation.
II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Our non-relativistic Hamiltonian has the form
with H 0 being the kinetic energy plus the threshold energy of particle pairs, V c and V s denote their Coulomb and strong interaction, respectively. The transition matrix for the problem defined by this Hamiltonian can be written as
where T c ba is the pure Coulomb transition matrix, while T sc ba is the so called Coulomb-modified strong transition matrix, defined as
Here |Φ 
with the Coulomb Green's function
For a separable strong potential taken as V s = |g λ g| the T sc ba matrix (3) has a form
For sufficiently simple form-factors |g the matrix elements of the Coulomb Green's function g|G c (E + iε)|g together with the overlaps g|Φ c(±) a in Eq.(6) can be calculated analytically (see e.g. [16, 17, 18] ). The poles of the total T ba (z) matrix in this case are determined by the equation
since it can be shown, that the poles of the pure Coulomb T c ba matrix are canceled out from Eq.(2).
The non-relativistic description of transitions allowing for change of particle composition is achieved by enlarging the Hilbert-space by adding to it a discrete "particle composition" index. In this case the operators and wave functions become matrices and vectors with respect to this index. The details of the matrix formulation of Eqs.(3)-(7) are described in the Appendix.
III. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATION AND THE INPUT
In momentum representation the strong interaction matrix (A.16) can be written as:
with g I i (k I i ) = k I i |g I i , k I i being the relative momentum of the particles in I i . We use the = c = 1 system of units, our plane waves are normalized as k| k
In this case the scattering amplitude f ba is connected with T ba by:
where µ a (µ b ) is the reduced mass of the particles in the initial (final) state.
We tried to reproduce simultaneously the following experimental data (A-D).
A. Λ(1405) resonance
Mass M Λ and width Γ Λ of the Λ(1405) resonance according to the Particle Data Group [19] are:
Unlike to PDG, our Λ(1405) is not a clear I = 0 state, but a mixture of I = 0 and I = 1
states. Having in mind existing assumptions, we used two versions of Λ(1405)'s "nature":
one-and two-pole ones. For the one-pole form of Λ(1405) we used Yamaguchi form-factors:
We assumed Λ(1405) as a resonance in πΣ and a quasi-bound state inKN channel. So, calculation of (A.21) was done at physical sheet forKN and non-physical sheet for πΣ channel.
For two-pole case we assumed that there are two resonances in πΣ channel. One of them, as before, originates from a bound state inKN channel, the other one from a resonance in πΣ channel (withKN − πΣ coupling switched off). It is known that in a one-channel case a one-term separable potential with Yamaguchi form-factors (11) and real strength parameters can not describe a resonance. So, in order to have a resonance in the uncoupled πΣ channel, for two-pole Λ(1405) case we used πΣ form-factors in the following form:
By this for the two-pole case we introduced one more parameter s. For theKN channel here we used Yamaguchi form-factors:
Both poles are once more situated at physical sheet forKN and non-physical sheet for πΣ channel.
B. Kaonic hydrogen data
The K − p atomic 1s level shift ∆E 1s and width Γ 1s measured in the KEK experiment [9] ∆E KEK 1s
= −323 ± 63 ± 11 eV, Γ KEK 1s = 407 ± 208 ± 100 eV (14) and in the DEAR collaboration experiment [10] ∆E DEAR 1s
= −197 ± 37 ± 6 eV, Γ DEAR 1s
= 249 ± 111 ± 30 eV (15) differs from each other. We tried to reproduce both these values within 1σ interval.
We would like to stress, that in our approach there is no intermediate reference to K − p scattering length when reproducing the level shift and the width. Of course, after finding a set of potential parameters we can calculate a strong scattering length, which exactly corresponds to the obtained 1s level shift ∆E 1s and width Γ 1s . Due to the isospin symmetry breaking the formula for the a K − p differs from commonly used 
C. Scattering data
Elastic and inelastic total cross sections with K − p in the initial state were measured in [21, 22, 23, 24 , 25] (we did not take into consideration data from [20] with huge error bars).
It is interesting, that there are no comments about non-existence of the total elastic crosssections (except [1] and [2] ) due to the singularity of the pure Coulomb transition matrix T c ba in (2), while the "total elastic" cross-sections are plotted by almost every author ofKN interaction models. Having Coulomb interaction directly included into the calculations we could not ignore the problem. We defined "total elastic" K − p cross-section following the experimental works [20, 21] . Namely, the total cross-sections were obtained by integrating differential cross-sections in the region −1 ≤ cos θ ≤ 0.966 instead of −1 ≤ cos θ ≤ 1.
D. Threshold branching ratios
Three threshold branching ratios of K − p scattering were measured rather accurately [26, 27] . One of them is
We oriented on the medium value
The other two ratios R c and R n , containing
could not be used in a straightway because we did not include π 0 Λ channel directly into our calculations. However, the effect of the channel was effectively taken into account by allowing
parameter to have non-zero imaginary part (it significantly improved the agreement with the experimental cross-sections). It is easy to find from the measured K − p threshold branching ratios γ, R c , and R n , that relevant weight of π 0 Λ channel at K − p threshold among all possible inelastic channels is approximately equal to 6%. So, the introduced imaginary part only slightly breaks unitarity in contrast to what happens when a one-channel complex KN potential is used, approximately accounting for the main inelastic πΣ channel.
From existing R c and R n we constructed a new threshold branching ratio
From definitions of R c and R n (18), (19) using experimental data we obtained for the R πΣ an "experimental" value
We tried to reproduce the medium value
The formulae (A.20) and (A.21) allow us to find parameters λ I i ,I j , β I i (and s) of our potentials in both one-pole and two-pole cases, which reproduce these experimental quantities.
All our parameters, except λ
, are real.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We started the calculations with inclusion of the Coulomb interaction and using physical masses in bothKN and πΣ channels. However, it turned out, that the effects are small for the πΣ subsystem compared to those for the antikaon-nucleon channel. (K − p,K 0 n) channels, while in πΣ channels we used isospin averaged masses without the Coulomb interaction.
In the case of averaged masses without Coulomb in πΣ the πΣ I=2 (I 5 ) channel is dynamically decoupled from the other four channels. So, we can work in particle space of four dimensions, corresponding toKN I=0 ,KN I=1 (or K − p,K 0 n), πΣ I=0 , and πΣ I=1 channels.
We succeeded in obtaining parameters of the potentials with one-and two-pole Λ(1405) structure. The best set of the obtained parameters for the one-pole Λ(1405) is: Here we assumed isospin-independence of the range parameters:
Our results for the cross-sections with best set of the obtained parameters with one-pole and two-pole Λ(1405) are presented in Fig. 1 :
are compared with existing experimental data [21, 22, 23, 24, 25] . It is seen, that both versions of the potential are equally good in describing the experimental data within the experimental errors. Due to this fact, unfortunately, it is not possible to give preference to one of the Λ(1405) versions.
Other physical characteristics of the obtained 1-pole and 2-pole potentials are shown in and Γ 1s exactly. The a K − p for both potentials are also shown in the Table I . The first pole positions z 1 for both versions of the potential have close real parts and the same imaginary ones, however, all three numbers differ from the PDG data for mass and width of Λ(1405) resonance (10) . The characteristics of the two poles z 1 and z 2 in the 2-pole Λ(1405) version are the same as in [6] : one of them has less mass and larger width, while the other is heavier with narrower width. However, the positions of z 1 and z 2 differ from those in [6] .
It is not absolutely clear, how to relate the obtained potentials to the shape of the Λ(1405) resonance. The experimental shape of the resonance is deduced from missing mass experiments since direct πΣ data are not available. However, their relation to the pole structure of the two-body T -matrix is not trivial and needs further investigation. An example of the interpretation ambiguity is shown in Fig. 2 MeV (see Table I ).
Another example is given in Fig. 3 , where real and imaginary parts of the elastic K value, sides), while imaginary parts have their maxima (at slightly lower energies). The
Coulomb singularities are seen almost at the K − p threshold.
We plotted also the obtained parameters of kaonic hydrogen (Γ 1s , |∆E 1s |), shown in Table I From this fact we do the same conclusion as did authors of [2] : the DEAR data on kaonic hydrogen measurements are inconsistent with the existing scattering data.
As for the widths, both are situated inside KEK 1σ limits, while the 1-pole potential gives Γ 1s also inside DEAR, closely to its highest possible value. The important fact is that the obtained theoretical values of Γ 1s for the two versions of potentials have rather large difference. But, unfortunately, the accuracy of KEK results does not allow to make a unique For comparison we plotted also the results of other theoretical models: [1] , [2] , and [14] .
The first two (Γ 1s , |∆E 1s |) values were obtained from the K − p scattering lengths using corrected DT formula [13] , while the last one was calculated directly. The chiral potential [2] , aiming to reproduce mainly the K − p scattering data, have the result (corresponding to the best a K − p value in the full approach) impressively close to our, though the correctness of it is limited by the corrected DT formula accuracy. The previous potential of the same authors (version "u") have different (Γ 1s , |∆E 1s |) value, however, is also situated inside 1σ KEK region. The result of [14] is far from all other theoretical values and outside both experimental regions. The reason could be their attempt to fit DEAR values simultaneously with the scattering data, which turned out to be unsuccessful. It is an additional demonstration of inconsistency of the DEAR results with the existing scattering data.
We see that both versions of our potential reproduce experimental cross-sections equally well, by construction they exactly reproduce threshold branching ratios γ and R πΣ . The obtained values of the kaonic hydrogen level shift ∆E 1s in both versions of Λ(1405) resonance are close to each other. However, there is rather large, more than 100 eV, difference between the K − p widths Γ 1s . Having in mind a forthcoming experiment SIDDHARTA [28] , we hope, that the new experimental value will be close to one of our numbers allowing to make a conclusion about the structure of Λ(1405) resonance. The combined effect of the exact inclusion of the Coulomb interaction and using physical masses of the particles can be illustrated by showing the isospin conserving and nonconserving parts of the K − p scattering length, see Table II . The constituents are defined as
where a
denotes the elastic strong (Coulomb is switched off)KN on-shell amplitude with initial (final) pair isospin I' (I) at the K − p threshold. The total scattering length, also shown in Table II , is
It is seen, that real parts of non-conserving scattering lengths change the final results only slightly, especially in the one-pole case, where a nonc K − p is 1% of a K − p (it is 8% for the twopole variant). In contrast, the imaginary parts change isospin conserving scattering lengths essentially, the share of isospin non-conserving part is 18% for the one-pole and 14% for the two-pole case. Thus, isospin breaking effects, taken into account in our calculations, are important, especially for the strong K − p scattering length. The differences of the exact K − p level shifts and widths, obtained from our potentials, from results provided by approximate formulae are demonstrated in Table III . The approximate DT [11] and corrected DT [13] values for the shift and width were obtained using our exact scattering length given in the Table I . It is seen, that DT formula [11] gives very inaccurate result for both characteristics of kaonic atom: the absolute value of the level shift and the width are overestimated. The same result was obtained with several model one-channel complexKN potentials in [12] . The widely used corrected Deser formula [13] gives rather accurate result for the shift, but underestimates the width of 1s level by 9 − 10%.
In order to see another effect of isospin non-conservation, we calculated the norms of our resonant states, which are strictly speaking non-normalizable, however a regularization procedure and a generalized norm can be defined for them (see [29] and references therein). In our multichannel case the norm of a resonance wave function Ψ can be written as 
where partial norms N P i (N I i ) are
Note the square in (31) instead of the modulus squared, due to which the norms are usually complex. The details of calculating these norms in momentum representation can be found in [29] . In spite of the fact, that the unique physical interpretation of complex norms is not
completely clear yet, the total wave function Ψ can be normalized as N = ||Ψ|| = 1 and in this case the partial norms N P i (N I i ) can serve as a measure of contribution of different particle channels to Ψ. The partial norms of our nuclear and Coulomb resonances in both P and I representations are shown in Tables IV and V. We define the I = 0 and I = 1 norms as 
V. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we constructed new phenomenological strong isospin-dependentKN − πΣ potential and investigated the role of isospin breaking effects, such as direct inclusion of the Coulomb interaction and using physical masses, in the calculations. The effects are turned out to be important for the reproducing 1s kaonic level shift and width and for the obtaining the correct K − p strong scattering length. We found two "best" sets of potential parameters for one-pole and two-pole structure of Λ(1405) resonance describing all experimental data:
the level shift and width of kaonic hydrogen 1s level within 1σ KEK confidence region, K − p threshold branching ratios γ and R πΣ , elastic and inelastic K − p cross-sections, and Λ(1405) resonance shape. Attempts to move the obtained (Γ, ∆E) values toward DEAR 1σ region led to drastic worsening of K − p cross-sections, so we came to the same conclusions, as [2] that DEAR results are inconsistent with K − p scattering data.
Our one-and two-pole "best" sets of parameters are of the same quality in describing existing experimental data. The only large difference between one-and two-pole variants of the potential is between the kaonic hydrogen widths Γ 1s . However, even 106 eV are not sufficient for making conclusions about structure of Λ(1405) resonance due to much larger experimental errors of KEK measurement. More precise experimental data on K − p atom, for example, from forthcoming SIDDHARTA experiment [28] could choose one of the variants of Λ (1405) structure. More precise data on K − p cross-sections are also highly desirable.
The corresponding to the potentialsKN − πΣ T -matrices are suitable and will be used in a new three-body coupled-channel Faddeev calculation.
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APPENDIX
The state vector |Ψ is an element of both configuration and particle space. In particle space we can use either the particle pair basis P with elements |P i , i = 1 . . . 5:
or, equivalently, the isospin basis I with |I i , i = 1 . . . 5:
Here I is a two-particle isospin. The two bases are connected by an orthogonal matrix composed of the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coefficients:
The projections
are state vectors in "ordinary" space. We can define column vectors
Obviously
Correspondingly, operators in this case are matrices in particle space with indices according to the chosen representation: .8) and the matrix elements O I i I j (O P i P j ) are operators in usual configuration space. Again
Here and in what follows the single and double underlining denotes vectors and matrices in particle space, respectively.
Our basic operators are H 0 , V c and V s , and -having in mind Eqs. (4)- (7) -G c (z). To define our multichannel problem, we have to specify these operators in particle space. The operators H 0 , V c and G c (z) do not change the particle composition, therefore they can be conveniently defined in P representation, where they are diagonal. Thus 10) where µ P i and E th P i are the reduced mass and threshold energy for the particle pair P i , respectively,p is an operator of relative momentum. The Coulomb potential acts obviously only between charged particle pairs, therefore its matrix elements are V c (P) ij = δ P i ,P j V Here v c is an ordinary Coulomb potential between two particles with charges +1 and −1.
Similarly, the corresponding Green's function matrix has the form G c (P) ij = δ P i ,P j G c P i The strong interaction V s , responsible for the transitions between different particle channels, is supposed to conserve the two-particle isospin I(I i ), therefore it is convenient to define it in I representation. We have chosen a separable form: have to be specified. For a given initial (final) particle pair labeled by P i the particle space vector can be conveniently defined in P representation: ing parameters of the strong interaction V s which is given in I, we performed our calculations in this representation and transformed vectors and matrices defined in P into I, using for-differs from G c = G 0 of neutral pairs, second, due to the mass difference of the isomultiplet members, the particle pairs P i have different reduced masses and threshold energies, and thus, according to Eq. (A.10), different H 0 -s and G 0 -s. Neglecting these two effects in the πΣ sector leads to a diagonal submatrix G c πΣ (I).
